See Website www.fortfield.com Part G - - for Mr N. Murray Edwards
As a former Senior Officer and Senior Vice President of MAC and as a whistleblower, I have sought to
discharge my legal, business, ethical and moral responsibilities and in doing so, provide greater
transparency for the stakeholders surrounding the inherent culture and financial framework within
MAC. This objective of transparency is seemingly in conflict with the board of directors and is the key
reason why I have sought to highlight these concerns in public by now implementing my suggested
proposals at this year’s AGM - see part H - with the publication of this information.

A340-500/600 contract - volumes/units and MAC Balance Sheet

Mr Edwards was asked during his initial testimony by video in the UK public court on 5 June 2008
Mr Edwards I have no recollection. In this industry there are repeated obligations on revenue and price
increases to reflect cost increases. I have no recollection of the detail.
Judge
No more questions on detail. ME has no day-to-day knowledge
Mr Little
In my experience he has a phenomenal memory
Judge
On what has been suggested, where you say you do not have recollection, are you being
untruthful?
Mr Edwards That is incorrect. I take offence at that. I believe my memory is good but I can’t recall things I
wasn’t involved in.
Mr Little
10 August 2006 After the Board meeting. Our meeting included a discussion of the A340-500
and 600 programme being under review in Airbus, which would have a serious effect on our
recovery………
Mr Edwards Your role was in relation to marketing issues, but I wasn’t involved at that level of detail
Mr Little
I said it would mean write offs on our Balance Sheet
Mr Edwards You never mentioned it to me at all
(Perjury? – (1))
<BL Observation – (1) Contrary to Mr Edwards oral evidence above Magellan’s UK legal team
led by Mr Lynch QC, in their Respondents PD schedule dated 16 November 2007 provided to
the court, ACCEPT that I disclosed the A340 PD23 information to Mr Neill and Mr Edwards
after the MAC Board Meeting.
PD23 is stated in my Witness Statement at para 212 ------ “After the MAC Board on 10
August 2006, while I was still in Toronto, I had a meeting with Mr. Neill and Mr. Edwards on a
number of matters. During this meeting, I told Mr Edwards of my concerns regarding the
A340 programme and also informed Mr Edwards and Mr. Neill that on the basis of my own
market intelligence, I understood that three scenarios were being considered by Airbus for the
A340 programme – namely 60, 80 or 100 further aircraft deliveries from January 2007.
Compared with the assumption of a further 800 exhaust system deliveries from January 2007
assumed in the EAC this represented a downgrade of perhaps 50% and in my opinion, had
serious adverse implications for MAC’s ability to recover the NRC in the Group balance sheet
against the future profits from this programme, which we would have to address through our
accounts and disclosure to the stock market. This was my Twenty-third Protected
Disclosure.” >
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Most curious then that Mr Edwards – a lawyer by training - would deny it under oath to the UK
court / Tribunal. At first he stated he had no recollection of this meeting, claiming he was
unable to recall things he wasn’t involved in – ignoring the fact that he had been directly
involved. He then denied outright in court that I had told him the news from Airbus would
mean write-offs on the balance sheet of up to 50% of our anticipated future A340 volumes. As
we know, bad news regarding the A340 project could hardly have come as a surprise to him.
He knew as the previous CEO that MAC had underbid and under- costed it from the outset. But
this was even worse – the volume cut-back would expose the company’s inability to recover
the NRC, and it would trash the Balance Sheet and cash recoveries. His denial in court, despite
his QC’s PD schedule instructions to the contrary, that I had even discussed it with him and Mr
Neill was viewed as the performance of a man viewed in panic and evasion, apparently
forgetting which lie he had told last.

And Mr Edwards immediately continued in cross-examination
on A340 Estimate at Completion (EAC) , Pricing and units

Mr Little

Was a C$30m write off a big issue for the companies/shareholders funds?
Replicated A340 EAC Summary scenarios from BL/Deloittes – 4242A)
Mr Edwards I cannot say: it would be based on speculation
(Edwards prior FY2002 MAC Financial statements experience in March 2003)
Mr Little
The write offs from 2006 were signed off by all of us?

(2) This had not been my experience, as you can read below in Mr Edwards personal written
authorisation of the final settlement offer to Aircelle 11 / 14 August 2006 made by Mr Butyniec. This
final settlement offer was for A340 pricing which was LOWER than the A340 - Q2.2006 EAC pricing
assumptions. Mr Butyniec’s final offer would also lead to REDUCED program revenues of a further
$5.2m-$8.9m on top of the “management over-ride” by Mr Dekker and Mr Neill of the publicly
unrecorded /non-disclosed Gross losses of $5.2m in the Q2.2006 EAC produced in late July 2006.
The MAC Board meeting minutes on the 11 May 2006 records that Mr Edwards advised the directors
that the following are significant issues the Corporation has to resolve: Aeronca’s contractual issue with
Aircelle on pricing for the A380,A340 and A318…”. At the next MAC Board on 10 August 2006 during
my attendance there was NO proposal made to the Board by Mr Butyniec or Mr Neill /Mr Dekker to
seek the approval of a final pricing counter-offer to Aircelle – see my Question 2 to Mr Dimma in
Website Part B (doc 268-273).
Mr Edwards at precisely that same time re Q2.2006 also authorised Mr Butyniec’s 11/14 August 2006
final offer for settlement with Aircelle (as did Mr Dekker) which stated “final” pricing for the A340500/600 which was LOWER than we had used in the Q2.2006 EAC. Given the senior management and
MAC Board attention it had received over the last twelve months and its significiance it naturally
required Mr Edwards approval. As you can read Murray Edwards authorised that Final Pricing Offer to
Aircelle (not negotiating with ourselves any longer) in his 12 August 2006 email with the comment
“Letter looks fine to me. Let's hope this puts this issue to bed."
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Although just a couple of days after my PD23 protected disclosure above from this written email
approval it appeared now that Mr Edwards and MAC were now prepared to settle at these levels/terms
and concede those lower A340 Revenues and higher gross losses (>5.2m) than those in the official and
only Q2.2006 EAC. I know Mr Furbay at Aeronca was never asked to produce a further EAC
incorporating these pricing concessions (and I never saw one) but Mr Dekker and Butyniec must have
done so to obtain the approval of Mr Edwards and Neill. To this day I do not understand why these
LOWER pricing terms were approved by Mr Edwards and Mr Dekker and suddenly became acceptable
on 11-14 August 2006 , just hours before Mr Dekker publicly released the Q2.2006 results to the TSE.
Lest it be missed this is a precise example of the detail which Mr Edwards was involved in despite his
evidence above. So, contrary to the impression he worked hard to give the Tribunal of his having a
general approach to it, Mr Edwards intervenes in the detail of the business and exercises a very handson approach to running MAC. He participated in more than 90% of the Magellan weekly staff meetings
for several hours each Tuesday. For A340 examples read 15 Aug. 2006-doc .2021, 12 Sept. 2006doc.2179.
This means he is aware of all the strategic issues affecting the company’s profitability, especially its
biggest Balance Sheet item, the A340. So, when in court he was also asked the question as you will read
below - “Have you any idea of what the orders position is re this (A340) aircraft?” it was not credible
for him to say “Not at all”.

< BL ObservatIon : You may now listen to one part of the audio tape during my interview in Belfast of
the relevant evidence /information about pricing and costs provided to PwC on 29 January 2007 at the
start of their investigation”.
This is the reinforced in my witness statement at paragraph

208 This together (referring to my witness statement paragraphs 203-207: A350-1000 XWB launch, A340
upgrade and order cancellation, A340 zero aircraft orders recorded by Airbus at Farnborough Airshow 2006 and
thence falling A340 production rates – 2007-2009, A340 exhaust system pricing and rising internal MAC A340
costs) with

the Aeronca quarterly EAC Q2.2006 gross loss of $5m shown in the Q2.2006 EAC
(Document EAC – see volume 5, page 1830) plus SG&A of at least another $5m + meant there
were over $10m losses on the project even before considering the full impact of this
substantial reduction in over 800 exhaust system/nacelles in the programme by 2012. I also
wish to record that in the final draft report PwC correctly state at paragraph 8.61 that “Brian
Little stated in the EY presentation that his concerns regarding the treatment of the A340 were
raised following Q2 FY2006” - and this has been deleted in the final report.
209 As a result I believed that over $10m needed to be written off from the capitalised
NRC value in the MAC balance sheet. If disclosed fully, such an adjustment was likely to have
a substantial adverse impact on MAC’s financial position and importantly, likely to be a
significant consideration in the context of the forward profits guidance provided by the Group to
the Toronto Stock Exchange.>
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This is the Chairman, a former CEO of the business, a man with a remarkable memory and grasp of
detail, talking about the most important and closely monitored item in the history of the company – a
contract he won. And now we know that it has been flagged up to him since 2002 as a hot potato in an
anonymous letter. He could easily have come out with a figure or overall sense but he chose to be
evasive. Indeed, having made a case to the Court that he could not be expected to remember details,
this denial can only be explained as a deliberate and cynical attempt to support that fiction. And would
every other MAC Ordinary shareholder not reasonably expect that as Chairman he should be involved
and know the A340 detail given the long history and substance of such a project and finances since he
was CEO.
It was, as he had quite rightly had identified himself, the number one customer contract and financial
issue in MAC!! He also signed the Annual Balance Sheet Assets, Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity – for
example FY2006.
and shortly after the above I suffered my first “seizure” / period of unconsciousness in the UK Court.
As a result Mr Edwards testimony - he trained as a lawyer - continued (the day after the Magellan
Aerospace FY2008 financial statements were published to the TSE and public) by video conference on
Tuesday 31 March 2009

Mr Little

Are you saying you believe the pricing side was addressed but you’re not sure of the 2006
financial accounts.
Mr Edwards We have independent auditors come into Magellan on a regular basis to do annual review.
In each case EY signed off the statements. I have to rely on my professional advisors
Mr Little
The financial statements that E & Y rely on are produced by management
Mr Edwards When your auditors <sign> statements they have done a thorough detailed review.
Directors can’t get into details and rely on the professionals. Given your sensitivity and
since you’ve gone we have gone through due diligence and we have to rely on them. And
shortly later
Mr Little

Document 3602. Have you seen this before?
(Airbus Orders & Deliveries spreadsheet
from their website - Feb 2007)
Mr Edwards No
Mr Little
Airbus website . Orders column for A340-500/600. Total now 153. This was the document
now provided to PwC and also what was given to E&Y. Have you any idea of what the
orders position is re this aircraft?
Mr Edwards Not at all
<BL Observation – (4) (Note:A340 significiance to MAC finances as the largest asset for
cash recovery in MAC Balance Sheet & my email to Mr Edwards (and Mr Dimma) in Sept.
2007 with A340 illustrative examples on PwC “findings of fact” omissions/errors etc.). This
Exhibit was in the PwC report at Exhibit 8.2. Please also note that Mr Edwards received a
letter dated 4 December 2006 with a dossier which contained DIR44 –UK Times article– 28
Oct. 2006 “End Looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancels $4bn orders”. See also Website
Part D Exhibits 8.1-8.4 and related oral evidence.
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You may also now listen to the audio tape of the relevant evidence/ information, during
my interview in Belfast on 29 January 2007, about the A340 Emirates Airlines cancellation
of 18 A340-600 aircraft by October 2006 provided to PwC at the start of their
investigation.>
Mr Little

It is reduced. The orders position has reduced. Do you see why I continued to be
concerned that you’re not aware that management have misrepresented, misled and been
untruthful to the public and to the auditors, and PwC have not included any documents
that would undermine this?

Judge

What is being suggested is management has deliberately over-stated the health of the
project by deliberately mis stating the figures. Are you able to comment?

Mr Edwards He used the word untruthful and I take some offence at that. My view of Mr Neill, Mr
Dekker, Mr Butyniec – they do things right and with integrity. It bothers me to hear that
comment. E&Y has been in my view absolutely diligent in producing these accounts. Have
been super sensitive and have never provided the Board of Directors with any reason for
write-off - given their degree of professionalism – one can always point to a number of
variables. Economy has slowed down, have to look at the pricing/cost forecast. We don’t
have the skill set to focus on this one issue. PwC/EY would also look at revenue/costs

Mr Edwards participated in more than 90% of the Magellan weekly staff meetings for several hours
each Tuesday. For example, please consider 15 Aug. 2006-doc.2021, 12 Sept. 2006-doc.2179.
<Factually Magellan Aerospace have delivered 121 units (30.25 aircraft sets from January 2007 to 31
October 2010 which completes Airbus Toulouse aircraft production (at a total build of 131 A/C) as per
the Airbus 2010-2014 schedule and which produced only 11 units for Spares in 2007- October 2010.

Pricing copies of the relevant Edwards / Dekker 11/12 August approvals/actual
documentation follow to demonstrate Murray Edwards’s actual involvement
and approval (natural for any Chairman on this issue) on A340 pricing .
I also draw your attention to my PwC.A340.Forensic.deceit report paragraph 9. 1 (pages 16+17) and
paragraph 9.10 (pages 40 - 45) which is supported by the factual analysis in paragraphs 9.2 – 9.9
(pages 17 – 40 and my A340 pricing – “management’s assertion” – PwC para.8.62b – maths
wrong/untruthful: A340 quantities – “management asserts” – PwC para 8.72/8.76 – untruthful/
industry PwC logic+maths wrong.>
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Website extract - summary
(c ) CD2 extracts from my PC
<Including (1) email from Brian Little to Mr Rich Neill and Mr Murray Edwards dated 19 February 2006
(copy Mr Butyniec and Mr Dekker) in paragraph headed A340 with my “informed” projection for a total
A340-500/600 production build of 150 aircraft …(75 + 75) ………..>
As you will also see later in the oral evidence in Part K : Ms Ball
Mr Little And Mr Little asked for it to assist with the PwC report on 11 January 2007
Ms Ball
He asked for it on many occasions. I didn’t want to relinquish it ………..
Judge
All he wants to know is if the PC was requested before 11 January
Ms Ball
I can’t remember, we didn’t want to release it
Although PwC had access to my PC via Mr Dimma from January/February 2007 when PwC finally
provided to us “forensic CD copies of my PC contents” in mid April 2007 I extracted a substantive
number of emails / folder files (CD2) and we provided these to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma for delivery
to PwC (due to the specific terms of a Legal Undertaking demanded by PinsentMasons in April
2007.doc.3188/9) within 48 hours. A month later, PwC UK advised us they had still not received the CD2
– Both Mr Dimma and Mr Edwards had clearly failed to forward that CD2 to PwC. A further CD2 copy
was then sent directly by my solicitors, on my instruction, to PwC UK and PinsentMasons in May
2007.doc3207A refers to that.
NONE of the contents of those CD2 emails/folder files are mentioned or Exhibits in either of the PwC
Reports. The reader will have noted that the Final PwC report was published at the end of August 2007
after the seven-month C$3m “independent forensic investigation?” was commissioned by Mr Dimma. I
wrote specifically about this crucial subject and the broader PwC Final report to both Mr Edwards and
Mr Dimma on 11 September 2007 (Read receipt from both). (A few examples of those crucial omissions
(1) my 19 Feb 2006 email above -- on probable A340 -500/600 production build projections of 150
aircraft <also see my witness statement at paragraph.200> or
(2) Mr Butyniec’s Best and Final Offer (BAFO) 11 August 2006
Dear Vincent commercial letter to Aircelle re A340 Pricing with his proposed 8.7% price increase for
FY2006 etc etc (which was LESS THAN than the FY2006 price we had used in the Q2.2006 Estimate at
Complete.EAC for the Q2 quarterly earnings) after his Farnborough Air Show negotiations in late July
2006, following which, as you will have noted, he gained Mr Edwards approval { "Letter looks fine to me.
Let's hope this puts this issue to bed."} Mr Dekker "clerical edits" and therefore "authorization of his
settlement terms” immediately after the MAC Board 10 August 2006 meeting. I never saw anything in
writing from Mr Neill at that time ( I had on 22/23 February 2006 when Mr Furbay emailed us that “our
true impact is 9%” etc and Mr Neill had initially stated that he considered that “10% seems reasonable”
but subsequently understood that by 15 August 2006 that Mr Neill had rescinded his subsequent 23
February 2006 written instruction to Mr Furbay of “.. Walkaway has to be around 15%.” and was
supportive of the written “settlement terms” in Mr Butyniec’s BAFO counter-offer proposal to Aircelle –
“ V. Lafond expects a counter offer. Letter sent by JSB to V Lafond.” – MAC staff meeting minutes on 15
August 2006 (doc2021).
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Whilst I accept Mr Neill’s written evidence (RAN22) that I can be a strong negotiator (as for example in
his email exchange with Airbus UK at that same time in early August 2006 in securing the contract price
increases for 77 parts at 100% of the price we requested in May 2006 and worth C$4m+ per year to
FY2010 with £200K retroactive for FY2006- see further info in Part K) - in my Magellan roles I was
personally dismayed and disappointed to learn - after both that MAC Board 10 August 2006 meeting and
I had left Toronto Head office on the 11th - as I was unaware of any discussion or approval or Mr
Butyniec’s/Mr Dekker’s BAFO proposal to the preceding MAC Audit Committee or during my attendance
at the MAC Board (nor is it minuted) - that Mr Butyniec in his 11 August 2006 letter was prepared to
settle, on behalf of MAC, in his Aircelle settlement discussions for a price increase of only 8.7% in the
MAC commercial agreement for A340-500/600.
This was instead of pressing for at least the “low teens /12.3% +” as a FY2006 pricing/baseline for the
budgeted 64 {operations planned more/actual 81} Exhaust system deliveries in FY2006. This “pricing
deficit” alone would cost MAC at least C$0.5m in additional revenues/gross profits/cash in FY2006. I
believed then that we had a very sound business and legal /arbitration “case” for 12%+ (an additional
$6000+ per exhaust unit) and up to perhaps theoretically 32% for FY2006, although the escalation
formula challenges for MAC would really come within our strategic planning horizon in 2009+.
Astonishingly --- and I could never understand why {given Mr Butyniec’s “tough” vocal and written
position within Magellan in the past (e.g. his email in January 2006- {…. My concern is that we keep
changing the numbers until they look like we need them to be ……….We need a real offer in writing from
them now. We are negoitating with ourselves and have been for months…… I want a deal like anyone
else, but one that provides a profit”} and Airbus Toulouse Nacelle Procurement / Aircelle’s February
2006 complaint about Magellan behaviour} Mr Butyniec’s BAFO FY2006 price of $179K per unit – 8.7%
price increase etc etc as requested by Aircelle as the MAC basis of a settlement (his term : “stopping
negoitating with ourselves”) was then WORSE /LOWER than had already been secured by Mr Furbay/us
in Aircelle commercial discussions in late June 2006 (doc 1790- 23 June 2006) > It was on that June 2006
Aircelle “agreed” 9.7% price increase basis that a minimum $ price number of $181K per unit for
production/spares was derived and all of us submitted in the Q2.2006 EAC/financial reporting for the
A340-500/600 program. The net effect of Mr Butyniec’s final “real” offer was to inevitably increase
further the Q2.2006 EAC gross losses of $5.3m on the A340-500/600 program.
Against the difficult Q2.2006 Magellan liquidity/financial results < caused by our failure to meet our
Gross margins in our operational budgets across MAC (C$7.5m lower gross margin – 23% - due to
operational inefficiencies and a failure to contractually secure the Aeronca budgeted price increase of
$1036K from January 2007) - as per the recently circulated 8 August Board Gross margin reconciliation
documents by Mr Steve Groot > Mr Butyniec proceeded, without a MAC Audit Committee discussion
on 10 August 2006, with a “lower” Aircelle A340-500/600 pricing offer proposal on 12-14 August 2006.
I told Mr Butyniec, just before the formal start of the 15 August 2006 MAC weekly staff
meeting.doc.2021, that his BAFO A340 pricing “settlement” offer of $179,623 per unit was just TOO
LOW for FY2006 etc and subsequently
(3) the MAC staff meeting email trails re Aircelle Negotiations – August/12 September 2006 (25kb)
record some of that subsequent interaction/outcome
In particular after I had told Jim Butyniec on 15 August 2006 that his final settlement offer of 8.7% for a
reduced price in FY2006, the subsequent base value etc (in his letter sent on the 14 August 2006) was
LOWER than had been previously agreed with Aircelle ( the 9.7%/12% reported in June 2006 email
above) he seemed shocked / perturbed and began to back-peddle – subsequently I believed pushing
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the responsibility back again to Mr Furbay et al. You can read this as part of the email trail and
specifically relevant is his email shortly afterwards on Friday 18 August 2006 (2179B) where he states to
all of us – in particular to Mr Furbay - “Thanks, we can talk more about this in a few days. John, I do not
want Nicky to think there is hope that a call from Rich to Pascal or vice versa will bring a settlement at
less than the 10% or 12% needed to close the issue. As she stated the offer from Vincent was a take it or
leave it one, that also applies to them with ours.” Note Mr Butyniec’s back-peddling out of his formal
A340 pricing counter-offer to Aircelle to the minimum 9.7% /10% we all thought had been secured in
June 2006 when reported through Mr Furbay’s email dated 23 June 2006 and which we (in particular
CFO Mr Dekker and CEO Mr Neill) had used as the basis of the A340 EAC for Q2.2006.
The net effect of this intervention by Mr Butyniec was that prior to his direct involvement we had
secured in late June 2006 a price increase of 9.7% - 12.0% and a higher subsequent base, which we had
used in our pricing assumptions in the Q2.2006 EAC. His “approved” counter offer would result in a
lower price increase of only 8.7% and higher gross losses in the A340 Program (only worsening the
C$5.2m+ gross losses calculated in our Q2.2006 EAC) rather than the management override to a “A340
program break-even”, as determined by CFO Mr Dekker and CEO Mr Neill and which was the basis of the
MAC Consolidated Accounts/Q2.2006 Earnings release on 14 August 2006 to the TSE.
It would be a matter of speculation on my part, but it may have been that in approving this 11/14
August 2006 BAFO Mr Butyniec had persuaded himself , Mr Edwards and Mr Dekker that this MAC final,
final offer “almost recovered” our “true impact of 9%.” Mr Butyniec never did explain to the full team
the precise reasons as to why he did what we did; we in fact now seemed to be “negotiating with
ourselves” with a consequent negative effect. I related these A340 points, amongst others, to Mr
Dekker in a 29 minute telecom, only days before my visit to Toronto to lead our MAC Group 5 Year
strategic planning sessions, and before my instant dismissal on arrival at Toronto Airport.
Furthermore one of the points, identified as part of Exhibit 8.3A above, was PwC para 8.62 and the
“management assertion” regarding the Q2-Q4 revenues increase being caused by the higher pricing
achieved in later delivery years due to the deferral in deliveries. The primary reason, in my view, that
PwC deliberately failed to state the true reason (changes in pricing used) was that even an accounting
novice would be professionally required to understand and therefore explain the basis of the
commercial logic as to why these changed between Q2 and Q4 and satisfy themselves in that regard.
Also the inflated pricing in Q4.2006, predicated on the stated FY2006 assumptions are wrong whilst no
documented basis for the increase in BETA 21 materials price assumptions in the face of information to
the contrary within Magellan (Mr Hahnelt) was revealed by PwC . PwC had the information (certainly
from my PC and CD2 files to see quite clearly from the 11/14 August 2006 BAFO letter above that Mssrs
Butyniec, Dekker, Edwards (and Neill) were prepared to accept lower pricing (than in the Q2.2006
EAC) in order to settle without recourse to arbitration. None of this information/analysis appears
anywhere in the PwC report written by reputedly “forensic accountants” - that is not on “oversight” –
from a “professional” firm ….. that is “forensic deceit” as per para 9.1 in my PwC.A340.Forensic deceit
report. As stated earlier at Exhibit 8.3A Judge

It doesn’t look as if they’ve brought that into the equation in terms of the report?

Mr Dekker They certainly haven’t documented it in that fashion.
In time Magellan did file and pursue the Arbitration route - See Website Exhibit 8.3A above and Part F –
although my information from Safran sources is that the Arbitration case was never heard as the pricing
and terms were “settled” by Safran Group/Aircelle and Magellan before proceedings began.
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<As we worked more closely together from mid-2005 and as time progressed I became more aware that
Mr Butyniec’s strengths did not lie in financial/numerical literacy and the reader/listener can hear an
audio tape later in website Part G during my interview (2812) with PwC in January 2007 in which I state “
I think you just need to ask yourself that this man is due to retire (Mr Neill) , he wants to go up the way
to whatever, he doesn’t want a balance sheet that effectively is going to get write –offs. He and Mr
Dekker and I have got to face into that because that’s what’s going to happen. That’s not fair to Mr
Butyniec to be taking over a balance sheet that isn’t right” >
President and CEO - Mr Butyniec - His oral evidence in January 2008 (p162) : A340 report P81
including <Mr Butyniec was not interviewed by PwC>
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Judge
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec
Mr Little
Mr Butyniec

Document 7/2892 Inventory section re engineering costs. About C$100m in
Engineering/learning costs.
Talk to John
A340 programme is about $34-40m. It’s a significant amount?
It is
Why are you asking the witness to look at something that is not in dispute?
Move to Vol5/1830 – Q2.2006 EAC for A340 programme. Gross loss of around $5m
I can’t talk intelligently about this document (the PwC Exhibits 8.3)
But you review each quarter with the finance people?
Are the spares in here?
Changes to improve the results by Q4.2006?
There is arbitration going on
Price escalating?
I’m not sure if all put in - there was definitely some escalations
One of the things different is about the marketing forecasts as well as Airbus. What
marketing forecasts were used?
I don’t know
Airbus internal plan – rate about 10 per year?
That makes sense <then read the actual MAC production submission here>
Mr Vandersteen’s comments on A340 – “Trashed”- (doc2291) Mr Underwood didn’t
relate to you?
No
Are you certifying the accounts?
I’m trusting the people who work for my organization, yes

(BL Observation : The reader should note my written evidence (Website Part B : para 205) which states
“.. In a conversation at Farnborough Airshow in July 2006 with Mr Butyniec, held after he had met
Aircelle representatives to try and progress the commercial negotiations on the application of the
pricing escalation formula , he said he too was concerned about MAC/Aeronca ever recovering its NRC
investment on the A340-500/600.” Mr Butyniec and/or the Respondents counsel Mr Lynch QC never
challenged this evidence in court.
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Mr Butyniec had explained that he was skeptical (perhaps even cynical) about pressing for the
arbitration route in Europe – they had not done so in their prior March 2005 amended commercial
settlement (see history in Part D : Exhibit 8.1 document) which brought into existence this escalation
formula. I was the only Magellan person with prior experience of European arbitration via
Shorts/Bombardier and it was really only Mr Furbay (Aeronca CFO) and myself who were convinced we
needed to do this to get a proper overall pricing settlement for FY2006 etc and appropriate and relevant
price escalation arrangements for the future. I was also conscious of the limitations of the current
escalation formulae in the medium- long term for a MAC perspective (the 0.31 fixed limit for BETA21
materials escalation. Prior to the MAC Board meeting on 8 August 2006 the MAC Directors were
provided with a Gross Margin analysis document which showed that the “Operational Efficiencies”
across the MAC units reporting to Mr Butyniec were some (C$7460K) below the approved FY2006
budget. Whilst price changes/increases across MAC were a net C$1856K ahead of the FY2006 budget for
the Aeronca business (A340 & A380) some C$1036K in price increases had not yet been definitively
secured. In part, and as a result of these deteriorating FY2006 results, Mr Butyniec produced his Best
and Final Offer (BAFO) commercial letter proposal for settlement immediately following the MAC Board
on 11/14 August 2006 with the approval of Mr Dekker , Mr Neill and Mr Edwards – see website Part D (c
) CD2 extracts with the relevant contemporaneous documents and sent it to Aircelle. It was not
discussed or approved at the MAC Board in the minutes or whilst I attended it throughout.
In the event Magellan filed for Arbitration but before those proceedings commenced they renegotiated
with Aircelle and MAC reported in Q3/2008 (3481) “As noted in Note 5 “Inventories” in the Corporation’s
2007 (BL :and 2006) audited financial statements, due to the long term nature of the Corporation’s
contracts , the Corporation may be in negotiation with its customers over amendments to pricing or
other terms. During the third quarter of 2008, the Corporation concluded its negotiations in respect to
one such long-term contract with a European customer and as a result recorded one-time retroactive
price adjustments totaling $10.4 million, which was a direct increase to both of the Corporation’s
revenue and EBITDA in the third quarter of 2008.” These price changes would have been for both the
A340-500/600 AND A380 programmes as the planned arbitration was on the pricing for both of these
products. My information from reliable Safran and Magellan sources is that this was settled by Aircelle
before any Arbitration / hearings commenced with Mr Don Boitson and Mr John Furbay.
Magellan reported this settlement / price adjustment in their Earnings webcast call in Q3.2008 (against
the NRC Amortisation in FY2008 financial statements)
“Mr Jim Butyniec – Magellan Aerospace - President, CEO
Now we are open for Q&A.
Mr Cameron Doerkson - Versant Partners – Analyst
I have a few questions here. First, the price adjustment that you’ve announced here, are you able to tell
us what customer that was or what program that was predominantly associated with?
Jim Butyniec - Magellan Aerospace – President, CEO
We haven’t disclosed that information “ …
Mr Cameron Doerkson - Versant Partners – Analyst
On the depreciation line, it looks like depreciation jumped fairly significantly for Q3 from previous
quarters , is there an explanation for that?
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John Dekker – Magellan Aerospace – VP Finance
It relates in part to the amortization of Deferred costs, of the deferred development costs that were
moved down to long term assets as a result of the 3031 inventory section adoption at January1,2008
Mr Cameron Doerkson - Versant Partners – Analyst
Okay, so is that sort of CDN9 million number what you would anticipate quarterly depreciation to be
going forward?
John Dekker – Magellan Aerospace – VP Finance
That is correct
<For information the MAC Q1.2008 and Q2.2008 earnings release did not show a separate line recording
any Amortisation of Deferred Developments costs whilst the Q3.2008 financial statements showed
Q3.2008 C$3095K and C$7185K for the nine months to 30,September 2008. This was in the same period
as the C$10.4m retro price adjustment settlement with Aircelle. Q4.2008 Financial statements would
show amortization of deferred development costs of C$7289K for the fourth quarter and an annual
C$14474 for FY2008. Added April 2010 In FY2009 the audited results would record C$7360K were
expensed as amortization of deferred costs on all programmes.>
And then (p11/12)
Mr Chris Murray – CIBC World Markets – Analyst
And John, I guess the next question I’ve got is on the CDN10.4m adjustment, could you explain why year
to date the release adjusted to only CDN4.9 million?
John Dekker – Magellan Aerospace – VP Finance
Yes, if you take a look at the retroactive price adjustment , a portion of it related to 2007 and a portion
related to 2006. So when we take the perspective of just the quarter we really look at the retroactive
piece that was from June 30 back all the way to the beginning of 2006. But when we take up the ninemonth perspective we take the position from December 21,2007 and back so there is a difference
relating to the first – the amount of adjustments that related to the first two quarters of this year.
Mr Chris Murray – CIBC World Markets – Analyst
Okay and that was with one particular client. Do you have discussions ongoing with other customers
that we may see some of these benefits in the future?
John Dekker – Magellan Aerospace – VP Finance
Actually there are ongoing discussions and have been over the past number of years and we have
alluded to them in the conference calls quite regularly. This one was fairly significant , as you can see, so
it certainly warranted special disclosure. But there are discussions continuing as we speak, there are
negotiations underway with other customers as well.
And then in the final Market analyst question (p14)
Mr Claude Proulx – BMO Capital Markets Analyst
It’s Claude Proulx, from BMO. Just some clarification on the CDN10.4 million pricing adjustment. If we
were to just for the sake of having better understanding of your past results to analyze current results ,
where would that money – when should - sorry – when should you have booked revenues in terms of
quarter – on a quarterly basis? Is there any way for you to give some indication?
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John Dekker - Magellan Aerospace – VP
Let me take an action on that and look to see what sort of detail we can provide and we will post that
Mr Claude Proulx – BMO Capital Markets – Analyst
Okay. That’s all, thanks.”
Subsequently Magellan publicly disclosed on its website that the commercial terms of that agreement
was for increased revenues and gross profits of $4900K in 2006 and 2007 and $5500K in Q1/Q2/2008. I
know that during the course of FY2006 Magellan budgeted/EAC.Q4.2005 to ship 64 A340-500/600 units,
and actually delivered 81; whilst in FY2007/EAC Q4.2006 budgeted for 40 units and actually delivered 45
units…for a combined total of 126 units over that 2006/2007 year period. In FY2008 48 production and
spares units were delivered by MAC: 25 during Q1/Q2/2008. Subsequently with the A340 airline series
production programme now nearing an end only 17 A340-500/600 exhaust system units were
produced by Aeronca/Magellan in FY2009.
With the A380 effectively at a standstill in supplier deliveries in the first half of FY2008 (due to the
assembly problems at Airbus in 2006/2007) I cannot compute or understand why the retroactive pricing
for A340 in the first half of FY2008 for 25 units would equate to C$5500K … if attributed to only A340
this would be a price uplift of C$220K (or approximately doubling) for every unit delivered by Aeronca in
2008.!!? – see page 14 below. As regards the C$4900K published by MAC for FY2006 and FY2007 what is
certain is that even if all of it was attributed to the 126 units delivered in these two years then less than
50% of that C$4900K sum would have been obtained on the basis of the approved final counter offer to
Aircelle from Mssrs Butyniec , Edwards and Dekker without MAC Board /Audit Committee Approval on
12 – 14 August 2006. And that 50% + reduction is before any portion of that C$4900K is actually
recognised for the “justifiable” price increases due for the A380 deliveries despatched in FY2006
/FY2007 from Aeronca prior to and since my termination!!
Mr Edwards then proceeded in his oral evidence to the UK court on 31 March 2009 to state that “MAC
gained a material price increase of C$10m to C$15m for the A340 program last year. The contract called
for certain price adjustments and it was resolved favourably. That’s my degree of knowledge. It was a
large contract ; commercial discussions went on and it was resolved satisfactorily in FY2008.” A
document supporting that assertion was not disclosed by Magellan and was certainly totally inconsistent
with his “approved final counter-offer” on 12 August 2006.
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Mr Neill also spoke about this in his evidence on 27 July 2009 page 68/69
Mr Neill The maintenance manual and the overhaul manual are quite clear in their instructions as to
how to inspect, repair, and manage this -- you then have to go over to each individual airline's
service record and get from them the time between overhauls when engines will come off the
wing. When the engine comes off the wing, the exhaust and the plug will be taken off and
inspected and the initial TBO that was planned was 20 thousand hours.
Mr Little I’m not suggesting they’re not getting reviewed… but none of that makes sense to the rest of
the industry. Can I also say , Timet are in -- interrupts
Mr Neill What do you think on condition actually means, it means - that is the required has been
operated for a certain period of time, you take it off, (After) and look at it, and if there are
cracks, dents any sign of damage or corrosion in any sense you make a decision at that point, is
the condition that there’s good enough to be returned to service or does it need a repair or
does it need a replacement.
Mr Little I don’t disagree with that at all
Mr Neill That’s what it means
Mr Little I don’t disagree with that at all.
Judge
We know where the issue is. Do you need to pursue that any further
Mr Little Well, the critical thing is that -- When the production level falls away, these replacements, the
replacements are the only hinge in the Financial EAC and become the basis of justifying how
you and Magellan recover the 40 million NRC, is that right? That’s what this EAC says.
Mr Neill That is not entirely true either, because the, as you well know, there were a whole bunch of
negotiations going on with Aircelle, regarding the very same non –recurring cost, which were
settled post you leaving the company and a substantial contribution was made by Aircelle to
the NRCs’…. the balance of that NRC will be then amortised out over the remaining production
and the spares and repairs – of this programme
Mr Little And what is that, what is that remaining value and the remaining volumes assumptions at the
end of 2008?
Mr Neill … Mr Dekker would have supplied that, when he was on the stand, I don’t have that – Mr
Little interrupts
Mr Little He didn’t – Mr Neill interrupts
Mr Neill It must be in the area of 15 – 20 million
Mr Little Right well I .. Mr Neill interrupts
Mr Neill It’s – that is an estimate, that is not what was on the actual books.
Mr ittle From my reading of the accounts I reckon it will be about 20 million because 10 million was
written off because of accounting policy but I was interested in what were the volumes you
were still assuming because 800 units at $30000 per set, we were never going to recover that
40 million on that basis .
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It would seem from my knowledge, experience and logic (recognising that this settlement would also
include that for the A380) that the commercial terms of this further Aircelle “settlement” agreement
has NOT been constructed (as most stakeholders, including the professional stock market analysts,
expected,) on a “normal stepped increase pricing basis for the actual units delivered each year”, as per
any normal arbitration of the escalation formula, but to substantively meet the financial and
accounting needs of Magellan in reducing further its “over-stated” A340-500/600 asset valuation on
the Balance Sheet. I set this out in a spreadsheet showing the Q4.2006 EAC, the C$10.4m retroactive
revenues and the Deferred Development costs recorded in the MAC audited Annual Reports as
expensed for all projects in FY2008 and FY2009.
Though we do not have the precise “pricing/settlement terms” information with Aircelle, or that MAC
accounting value, it seems very likely that a substantial portion of that CDN10.4m has been expensed
against the Amortisation of A340 Deferred Development Costs. It is not known what concessions in
commercial terms were made, if any, on other programs in their amended commercial contract. One of
my former business colleagues and friends, Mr Robert Beckett, asked Mr Dekker to see the documents
(privately if necessary) which would demonstrate that I was and I am wrong on the A340 facts and the
totality of the commercial agreement. Based on the above and the fact that these have not been
disclosed to the court, to underpin their oral evidence, I firmly believe that Magellan have sacrificed
other commercial and financial matters to Aircelle / Safran to secure this settlement focused on A340
NRC. This approach would be consistent with the example of the Boeing 737 systems kits from Ellanef
also examined by PwC - and which is set out in Point 2) below - where medium/long term revenues and
profits were and will be further reduced by FY2012 by approximately C$10m.
If part of this C$10.4m was set off against A340 Deferred Development Costs then of the circa C$40m
“MAC asset value” at December 2006 approximately C$10m will have been reduced through
“inventory accounting standards changes per 3031” see <below>, which permitted the write-off of the
A340 escalating labour-learning costs accepted by E&Y/PwC AND the majority of that C$10m + in
amortization of deferred development costs via those “accounting-led” retroactive price adjustments in
Q3 and pricing/terms in Q4.2008 with Aircelle will also have been “written-off“.
For information : Magellan Aerospace Corporation used only a fixed amortization amount of $30,000 per
exhaust unit in FY2006 – which if continued at $30000 per exhaust unit would lead to only 65% recovery
of the circa C$40m+ (USD 38.25M) inventory on the December 2006 MAC Balance Sheet. PwC set this
out further in their para 8.117 : Current production costs per unit are such that at present the preamortisation margin generated per unit is not sufficient to absorb an amortization of USD 30,000 per
unit and still break-even. In order for MAC to report an overall breakeven position, while at the same
time amortising NRC inventory, it has been capitalizing that amount of production costs that is necessary
to achieve the break-even position each year. For this reason , “production inventory” for the A340
programme has been increasing”. If MAC were to maintain the amortization at $30,000 per exhaust
system, as in FY2006, only $3.30 million would have been reduced from the total A340 programme
asset for the 110 units delivered by MAC in the three years between January 2007 and the end of
December 2009/FY2009. (Updated 18 January 2011: With aircraft production exhaust units now all
delivered a total of 110 production – to 131 A340-500/600 - production aircraft and 11 spares were
delivered by MAC in the four years between January 2007 and the end of December 2010/FY2010, or
equivalent to $3.63m). PwC continues at para 8.118 “PwC believes that MAC’s NRC and production
inventories should be considered collectively (for a total inventory of USD 38.2 million) and then
amortised from this basis onward. Aeronca should also review the NRC amortization factor. We believe
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that this factor should vary with the profitability of each unit. As increasing labour and material cost
efficiencies are realized in the production process, furthermore, the amortization rate should increase.”
This policy does not appear to be a logical and mathematically sound approach on A340 as PwC
recognised earlier in their report at PwC 8.94 – 8.95 that the current escalation formula – under any
interpretation – would not lead to increased profitability per unit once BETA21S materials costs
exceeded 31% of the cost. Those relevant PwC paragraphs are
8.94 The price escalation formula currently in effect (as per the SA dated 11 March 2005 between
Aeronca, MAC and HH) directs that the total sales price for exhaust system units will increase by 0.31%
for every 1% increase in the cost of Beta 21S. In effect, MAC is protected for increases in the cost of Beta
21S, providing that the cost of Beta 21S per unit remains equivalent to or below 31% of the total cost of
production per unit.
8.95 Given the volatility in the cost of Beta 21S (a titanium compound), there is a risk that in future years
the cost of beta 21S could exceed 31% of the total cost of production. Indeed taking into account the
existing assumptions in the EAC model , the cost of Beta 21S per unit would represent approximately
35% of the total cost of production per unit by FY2012.
This rising profit/contribution year on year subject is dealt with in some detail at website Exhibit 8.1.
PwC failed to apparently integrate and challenge themselves, E&Y and MAC on this varying profit per
unit policy in its specific implications for A340 amortisation with the escalation formula in place. I should
also add that it has not been my experience elsewhere that such an approach was countenanced either
by management or auditors.
As above MAC continued to add Labour learning costs – after 400+ A340 nacelle sets/5 years of
production to production inventory (and E&Y as their auditors accepted the further US $1.5m to US
$8.63 million added in the FY2006 Balance sheet to sustain the “break-even” ) whilst the Inventories
Exposure Draft (3031) which would end this capitalisation was issued by the CICA in August 2006. The
subsequent introduction of that Canadian Accounting Inventories Standard 3031 in MAC from 1 January
2008 permitted some C$40m of inventory assets to be written off against retained earnings (approx
C$10m of which was for these A340 -500/600 program labour learning costs) and the reader can see
Mr Dekker’s opening comments at Page 2 and then in his answer to questions regarding Magellan
inventory and the new accounting standards from Mr Cameron Doerkson of Versant Partners (p6) and in
more detail again by Mr Claude Proulx at Page 8 of the published transcript of that May 2008 webcast
for Q1/2008 Earnings.>
Claude Proulx - BMO Capital Markets - Analyst
Thank you, good morning. Just again on that accounting change, if we look going forward, it seems to
me conceptually that because you wrote off a cost that your margins will be improved going forward.
But at the same time, when you start delivery and probably you brought up like a bonus for the Joint
Strike Fighter or 787 or the Airbus A350, the margins will be depressed. So when we look going forward,
like for the rest of 2008, that C$550,000, is that something that we could put in our model for each of
the [next three] quarters or – Dekker interrupts
John Dekker - Magellan Aerospace Corporation - VP-Finance
..I guess there is a couple of comments, Claude. First of all, the fact that we had to take that charge
against retained earnings does not mean that those were not valuable costs and not anticipated costs.
Those were costs that we had anticipated when the programs were originally bid, and we will still get
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recovery of those costs going forward. As we sit here at this point in time, very few of our programs
going forward will require learning curves with the current programs……
Despite both of these substantive MAC Balance Sheet reductions I continue to believe from the
evidence, as you have read earlier in Website part D. Exhibit 8.3. that as at today, from the
documents/information available, I believe the MAC Balance Sheet continues to be over-stated by in
excess of C$10m on an equivalent basis, a “material” value.
For completeness, you will also see in Part K that the basis of my “reasonable belief” in MAC Q2,Q3 and
FY2006 financial statements is central in the UK Employment case for the A340 Protected Disclosures
PD22,PD23 and PD24. At that time we faced actual costs on A340 which were escalating further and
further away from our FY2006 Budget/Program EAC, a North American management team (with Mr
Edwards approval) who were prepared to settle with Aircelle - and not proceed into the
Arbitration/commercial processes etc – as per Mr Butyniec’s 11/14 August 2006 Best and Final Offer
letter for A340-500/600 pricing that was LESS than we had used in our Q2.2006 EAC, which itself had
already generated a publicly unreported $5.3m gross loss outcome as at Q2. Although just a couple of
days after my Protected Disclosures to Mr Neill (PD22,PD23) and Mr Edwards (PD23) from his written 12
August 2006 approval it appeared that Mr Edwards and MAC were prepared to settle at these pricing
levels/terms and further concede those lower A340 Revenues ($5.2m- $8.9m) and even higher gross
losses (>5.2m) than those in the Q2.2006 EAC as NOW being acceptable on 11/12 August 2006, for
whatever unstated reason(s), to settle this long-running dispute and avoid arbitration/litigation in
Europe.
That “management override” of the Program EAC gross losses of $5.2m, compounded further by this
11/14 August BAFO settlement letter financial implications were NOT reflected in MAC Q2.2006
Financial Reporting by Mr Neill /Mr Dekker/Mr Dimma published to the TSE on the 14 August 2006 (see
Exhibit 8.3 oral evidence in Part D), despite also an increasing clarity from multiple sources and decisions
that the quantities/volumes which were also being used in our A340 Program EAC were no longer valid
or justifiable from any “reasonable” business or accounting assessment/quarterly financial reporting
certification. PwC correctly recorded in the Final Draft report at para 8.61 that “Brian Little stated in the
E&Y presentation that his concerns regarding the treatment of the A340 NRC were raised following
Q2.2006.” and as you can hear on the audio tapes (Tape recording - Part 1 (16 minutes) and Part 2 (7
minutes) and Part 3 (24 minutes) and Part 4 C (20 minutes) and Part 5 C (29 Minutes). I stated “And
the fundamental issue here which we have to come to terms with is that this product is a product that
has not only got a cost/price problem but it’s now also got a programme volume one!”
Ordinary MAC Shareholders will also recall that on Friday 26 January 2007 MAC shares were at a “new
peak”, equivalent to C$16.25 + per ordinary share. In fact that “new MAC share price peak” had risen
since the week following the Q2.2006 earnings webcast on 15 August 2006 by some 50%. It was also
evident to Magellan Directors/Senior Officers, PwC and me that this C$16.25 share price coincided
with Magellan filing their defences (ET3) to my whistleblowing claims on A340 etc (ET1) in the UK case
and concurrently Mr Dimma instructing PwC to undertake their 7 month/C$3m+ investigation to August
2007 under his Chairmanship.
Most Magellan ordinary shareholders before and since Q2.2006/14 August 2006 will also know only too
well that the MAC Market Capitalisation value of C$300M + on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE)
(broadly equivalent to its publicly reported Balance Sheet value) and their own ordinary share values has
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fallen very substantially since that last seven days in January 2007 - See TSE – click 5 and 10 year MAC
Company chart history.
Mr Dekker

A340 Written and oral evidence (p167+) at Report:P79-80 in April 2008 and further A340
document (doc3605A) – in May 2009
“At a glance the assessment that would have been carried out by the auditors in order to
satisfy themselves that the accounting on this matter was appropriate”

Vice President Finance (CFO) and Corporate Secretary - Mr Dekker - His oral evidence (p167)
and at Report in April 2008 : P79 including

Mr Little
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Dekker
Little
Dekker
Little
Dekker

Mr Dekker

Judge
Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Judge
Mr Little
Judge
Mr Lynch

Mr Little
Judge
Mr Dekker
Judge
Mr Little

Judge

A340-500/600 aircraft programme was the largest product except the super jumbo
Airbus A380 ?
It is one of the largest
In terms of the MAC Balance Sheet, C$40+?
Approx that yes
This is probably the biggest single item to be a management issue from the inventory?
I don’t think I can dispute this
and shortly thereafter
I’d go through with Mr Neill the certificates and identify remarks of that nature.
We need to be sure we’re fully versed. I saw this (referring to document 2006) and
Mr Neill said he’d talked to Mr Little already. Issue re enough product from Aeronca. It
was not my expertise. I’d just leave that to him.
What he wants to know is did you have a discussion with Mr Little?
It was noted
Would you expect Mr Little to be obliged to look at the accounts, Aeronca EAC
(BL referring to document EAC.Q2.2006.1830 etc) to satisfy himself?
The self-certification process is laid out fairly clearly
Can you specifically say you’d be expecting me to satisfy myself?
I’d be disappointed if you didn’t
Can we look now specifically at document 1830 for Q2.2006
Have we left PD22? We know what and why, what’s 1830 got to do with it?
It would have been one of the documents I would have looked at
You don’t need to justify…. Mr Lynch QC interrupts
And Mr Neill has been fully cross examined regarding this

On 14th the conversation Mr Dekker and me had re arbitration might not have been
connecting. I was getting increasingly anxious.
Did you have that impression re Aeronca
It was of concern to him yes. As it was to all of us
PD24 then
This is the telephone conversation between JD/BL on 14th September. In it BL is saying this
really is getting much worse. Very concerned re financial statements. What does Mr Dekker
recall? We talked for 29 minutes and you were ……. Judge interrupts
Sorry to cut across you again. It looks like it’s admitted so you don’t need to go there. It’s
also accepted it tends to show breach
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Mr Lynch QC
Judge
Mr Lynch QC
Judge

NO, No!!
You’ve admitted it in your schedule
Oh, I see, of reasonable belief
It’s a continuation of your allegations on 11th August. As a finding of fact, I can’t conceive
we wouldn’t find on that. The only issue is whether you had reasonable belief.
Mr Lynch QC If everything alleged is established, the real reason is reasonable belief, and we dealt with
Mr Neill with…… Judge interrupts (see also Part K 1B - Mr Lynch QC)
Judge
It’s the same issue. It comes back to March re MAC financial statements.
Mr Little
I was specifically concerned because I saw at least C$10m, and probably more….
Judge
Mr Stafford QC cross examined Mr Neill. Do you want to focus on a question to Mr Dekker?
Any question you can ask Mr Dekker to establish or show us your reasonable belief. You
should also bear in mind they all had concerns
Mr Little
I had a real concern that Arbitration was not just the solution that we had to address. The
magnitude and impact were not being recognized.
Judge
You’ve heard the Claimant’s motivation. What can you tell us? It was a valid concern. How
did you regard it at that time?
Mr Dekker We were aware of this programme and the risk. It was not being disregarded by anyone. As
a management team it’s important to have different points of view. Mr Little’s view is
important in this assessment but his is not the only one. His point of view was valuable.
The auditors were comfortable with the outcome.
plus his further UK court evidence on 10 June 2009 – in particular pages 133-160.
Transcript/Notes of the UK public hearing by WordWave International Ltd (A Merrill Communications
Company) Official Shorthand Writers to the UK Court of Appeal
Chair of MAC Audit Committee - Mr Dimma - His oral evidence at Report in June 2008 including
Mr Little
Why did you instruct PwC?
Mr Dimma You met Barbara Hadfield (“BH”) external auditors, E&Y. Auditors are extremely risk
averse. Barbara Hadfield raised the issue with her partners. They felt they had an obligation
to meet you.
Mr Little
Then the Audit Committee decided to commission the investigation?
Mr Dimma Yes. E&Y were sufficiently aware/concerned you had raised these issues, they felt they
should investigate further. On UK counsel advice, the Audit Committee hired PwC.
Mr Little
Vol 2.585 transcript of my meeting on 29 January 2007 with PWC “meet with AC, PWC and
EY but without your lawyers to agree the scope of an investigation.” I never had that
opportunity, did I?
Mr Dimma Our view was that the appropriate way to proceed was to hire independent forensic
accountants. Appropriate arm’s length way to proceed. Terms of reference set between AC
and PWC
Mr Little
I had no say?
Mr Dimma No reason why you should
Mr Little
It was important
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Mr Dimma You met with John Tracey, as 585 attests, for a long time. The AC felt PWC investigated
your concerns and would further discuss with you.
Mr Little

Why not share the terms of reference?

Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little

You’re the aggrieved party , we wanted a totally arms length relationship
I saw you in early February at your office.
We met in the lobby briefly
I said I wanted to work through it with you
I don’t recall, but you might well have said so
Was I asked to make amendments about factual accuracy? Vol 8/3002 Sent by
independent lawyers working for the Audit Committee. I asked to make comments as I
had been advised to do so by Deloitte. I asked if I could be invited to comment on the
factual accuracy – it was denied
You met with PwC during the investigation?
These are specific questions I asked if I could make comments. This opportunity was
denied.
In the view of the Audit Committee, PwC is a reputable audit firm, a first class UK forensic
accountancy team, capable of getting all the facts for a sound report. They did so. There
was no need for other parties comments.
Why allow the Magellan management to comment on that PwC report and not me? It now
takes longer for me to bring up factual issues.
You don’t have to. Not sure Mr Dimma can help on factual issues. Try a couple.
Major concerns about A340, C$40m plus on Magellan balance sheet
Yes
Significant challenge to inventory value, significant impact on future asset value and cash
recoveries
Yes
EAC – estimate at completion document – did the Audit Committee look at this regularly?
Yes
I raised the issue about this in Q2.2006
Yes
Vol 5 /1830 A340 Estimate at Completion June 2006 Q2.2006
Yes
Gross profit / loss was a $ 5m+ loss
Yes, I see the number
That didn’t appear in the accounts at Q2 when reviewing the certification documents. I put
a note on 9 August 2006; Please discuss A340, Boeing Systems integrator kits. I had a
discussion on my return on 8 August about that. Did Mr Neill tell you I had that discussion?
I would like to make a general comment before going into this level of detail
Are you struggling to answer?

Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Judge
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little

Mr Dimma
Judge
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Mr Dimma The Audit Committee looks at things from a different level of detail. We looked very, very
carefully at the draft and final PwC report, but we didn’t get into the exquisite level of
detail that Mr Little is now pursuing and Mr Dekker would have been involved with.
Judge

Once you received the PwC report, the Audit Committee looked at it but didn’t investigate
the factual issues on which the conclusions were based?

Mr Dimma The Audit Committee read the report, discussed it, but focused principally on the
conclusions and no exquisite details at the bottom of the numbers
Judge
Brian Little

I’m not sure you’ll get more than that?
20 November 2009
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